
Investment advice

Profile: Target price 318,00 $

Horizon: Mid

Price (on 01.10.2019): 270,23 $

Stock: NASDAQ GS

Bloomberg: ADBE US Equity

Mkt.Cap: 143,96 mld. $

Average. daily volume: 0,77 mld. $

P/E: 53,38

Return Potencial: 29,08%

Analysis: EPS: 16,57 $

Dividend: 0,00 $

Revenue Growth YoY: 23,67%

Net Income YoY: 52,94%

52 weekly maximum 313,11 $

52 weekly minimum 204,95 $

Cena:
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Target price 318 USD based on valuation technique that we believe best suits

subscription software model is one based on cash flow, specifically

22,5xEV/FCFF multiple applied to end year estimate. We believe this valuation

compares favorably to other software names such as AZPN, CDNS, and INTU,

which trade on higher CF multiples despite Adobe´s better growth rates.
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source of information: Bloomberg

Adobe is among the better-positioned software companies to capitalize on the

trend of digital disruption and the need to improve the customer experience across

all industries. The company´s undisputed lead in creative and document software,

along with its strength in digital marketing, analytics, advertising and commerce,

should help it increase sales 15-20% in fiscal 2020. Adobe´s third quarter

earnings report of fiscal year 2019 on 19th of September came well. Adobe

achieved record quarterly revenue of 2,83 mld. USD, which represents 24% year-

over-year growth. Estimated revenue growth for fourth quarter is 21%, which

should finalize full year revenue growth to 24%. Earnings per share should

growth 23% in fourth quarter with 16% full year growth. Adobe´s powerful

growth ratio is visible through its share price, which returned more than 300% in

five years compared to 52% growth of S&P at the same time frame. Biggest

growth opportunity for the company is their experience cloud segment with its 2,5

mld. USD sales which is far below its potential market worth of 70 mld. USD.

Technical analysis is pointing at opportunity to buy slightly below simple moving

average 200 with RSI value of 40. Price to earnings ratio (P/E) should decrease in

twelve months from current value 49 to 35. Average target price of 30 analysts is

more than 312 USD. 18 analysts recommended buy and on the other side only 1

analyst recommended sell. The largest shareholder is Vanguard Group which

holds 7,86%, then follows FMR LLC 7,52%, Blackrock with 6,97% and State

Street Corp with 3,89 % of shares. 

Expected Earnings Report Date:

12.12.2019

Development of share price:

Autor

ADOBE INC Buy

ADOBE Inc. develops, markets, and supports computer software products

and technologies. The company´s products allow users to express and use

information across all print and electronic media. Adobe offers a line of

application software products, type products, and content for creating,

distributing, and managing information.
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ADOBE INC Buy


